PRESS RELEASE
Exploring the Arctic
is an even more crucial mission than exploring space.
This is the key message of the RAO/CIS Offshore 2017 National Forum
that was recently held in St Petersburg, Russia.

From 12 September to 15 September 2017, St Petersburg hosted RAO/CIS Offshore 2017, the 13th
International Conference and Exhibition for Oil and Gas Resources Development of the Russian Arctic
and CIS Continental Shelf.
This year, the Conference and Exhibition welcomed over 300 Russian and international companies,
including Gazprom, Rosneft, Lukoil, Gazprom Neft, Sevmash, Gazprom Flot, Gazpromneft-Sakhalin,
the Russian Geological Research Institute, Okeanpribor, Afrikantov OKB Mechanical Engineering,
Krylov State Research Centre, Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex, Aker Solutions, DNV GL, General
Electric Oil&Gas, KBR, Kvaerner, Siemens, TechnipFMC, etc. The events’ participants demonstrated
their achievements offshore oil and gas resources development.
The Forum opened with a Plenary Session titled “REALISATION OF SHELF PROJECTS IS A
DRIVING FORCE OF INDUSTRIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT”.
“The history and content of our conference proves that the matters of exploring the Arctic and the
continental shelf are entering their final stage,” said Alexey Kontorovich, member of the Russian Academy
of Sciences (RAS) and the chairman of the RAS Research Council for Geology, Oil and Gas Resources
Development, as he officially opened the meeting. “20 years ago, shelf exploration was treated like
something out of science fiction. And now our knowledge of the Arctic and its exploration comes not from
vague guesswork but from sound geological research, which is to keep improving further.”
During the discussion, Kirill Molodtsov, Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation, pointed
out, “According to the Ministry of Energy estimates, the offshore oil and gas development will remain on the
rise. Last year, our exploration of the shelf resulted in over 22.3 million tonnes of oil and over 32.9 billion
cubic metres of gas extracted, which is almost 17% more than in 2015 for oil and almost 4% more for gas. We
are expecting the same growth this year as well. The amount of oil extracted is likely to reach approximately
26 million tonnes, while the amount of gas may be as much as 34 billion cubic metres.” Evgeny Kiselyov,
Deputy Minister of Natural Resources and Environment of the Russian Federation and head of the Federal
Subsoil Resources Management Agency, believes that “we must not start serious work on the shelf without
environmentally friendly technology, because oil spills in the Arctic cannot be allowed to happen. We hope
that the companies will make good use of this time out, that we will have no need to extend the ban, and that,
on the contrary, we will all be able to start executing new projects in the coming years.”
The delegates were especially interested in speeches delivered by Valery Golubev, member of the
Gazprom board; Andrey Patrushev, Deputy CEO of Gazprom Neft; Ilya Mandrik, Vice-President of
Lukoil; Nils Andreas Masvie, Vice-President of DNV GL AS; Yevgeny Zagorodniy, Vice President for
Commercial Shipbuilding at the United Shipbuilding Corporation; and Sissel Eriksen, head of exploration
at the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate.
Throughout the four days of the Forum’s operation, industry experts attended the Plenary Session and
ten conference sessions, where they discussed the key issues and prospects of exploring the Arctic and the
continental shelf. In a way, the Forum became a manner of proving grounds for testing how ready Russian
engineering research and technology is for beginning large-scale exploration of the world’s northernmost
hydrocarbon deposits. The agenda included issues linked to bolstering the resource potential of Russia’s
continental shelf, providing the necessary technology and equipment for exploring the oil and gas deposits of the
Arctic zone (including the energy infrastructure), creating a modern fleet for servicing improved routes of oil and
gas transportation by sea, and ensuring the industrial and environmental integrity of the continental shelf. The
Forum’s business programme brought together over 500 delegates, with more than 250 reports being made.
The RAO/CIS Offshore 2017 exhibition was housed in the Mikhailovsky Manezh Exhibition Center
and sparked a keen interest among the Russian and foreign experts from the relevant areas, as well as
representatives of the industrial, business, and academic community. The event was attended by more than
1900 experts from Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Canada, China, the Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Russia, the Slovak Republic, and the United Kingdom.
During the exhibition, Gazprom Transgaz St. Petersburg announced the start of its new R&D project:
the creation of Russia’s first manned underwater device for working on cross-country submarine pipelines.
The project’s results will be essential for using submarine pipelines and other hydrotechnical structures, as
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welll as for doinng various types of woork and insppecting und
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Apaart from undderwater tecchnical mainntenance annd exploratiion, the devvice will alsoo be capable of compleeting
resccue missions and helpinng with shipp salvage.
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d innovation works aim
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w
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I
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ompetition culminateed in an official aw
ward
The RAO/CIS
m easy to dettermine whoo was the ab
bsolute bestt. So
cereemony. Thee panel of competent juudges foundd it far from
in thhe end, eacch nominatiion had sevveral winners. The win
nning comppanies incluuded SCF GEO,
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LUKO
OIL,
Gazzprom Neftt, Zvezda Shipbuilding
S
g Complexx, Gazprom
m Flot, NAE
ECO, Sevm
mash, Akerr Solutions,, the
Com
mputer Moddelling Laboratory of the
t St. Peteersburg Statte Universitty, and otheers. The Au
udience Ch
hoice
Award went too St. Petersbburg Miningg Universityy.

For the first tim
me in its history,
h
RA
AO/CIS Off
ffshore servved as a p
platform fo
or signing the
mem
morandum
m on the Sozvezdyee Associattion of Oil
O and Gas
G
Suppliiers joinin
ng the Arrctic
Com
mmunicatioons Clusteer, which was creatted by thee Arctic Academy
A
oof Sciencess and thee St.
Peteersburg Brranch of thee Central Science
S
Ressearch Teleecommuniccation Institute.
St. Petersbburg holds the
t rightly earned titlee of Russia’’s cultural capital,
c
so iit was no accident thatt the
officcial receptiion in honoour of the RAO/CIS
R
O
Offshore
2017 openingg (the Music Night) to
ook place att the
Marriinsky Theeatre’s conccert hall. Thhe brilliant performerss effortlesslly enthralled their listeeners, whisking
them
m away innto the wonndrous andd fantastical world off music. Thhe Forum participantss witnessedd an
unfoorgettable show, starrinng the theatre’s soloistss and condu
ucted by thee inimitable Mikhail Sin
nkevich.
The RAO
O/CIS Offshore 2017 Forum was
w supportted by the Ministry oof Natural Resources and
Envvironment, the
t Ministrry of Foreiggn Affairs, the Ministtry of Econnomic Development, the
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F
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F
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The next opinion-shar
o
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ntec Russiia 2018 In
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C
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Find out moree on the eveent’s officiaal website www.rao-of
w
ffshore.ru

